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I installed a brand new win xp professional sp3 OS on a pc, no issues,  
all software performs perfectly. Then I proceed to install Google  
desktop, and the first thing that happens after the first reboot is  
the disappearance of my quick launch taskbar.  
No matter what I do (registry settings and so on, as per google search  
on this issue), every time after reboot, the quick launch taskbar is  
not there anymore. I can set it back, and everytime after relog or  
reboot it is gone.  

When I uninstall Google desktop the problem is gone.  
Of course I would like to keep Google desktop, but no way I want a  
disappearing quick launch taskbar. Any suggestions?  
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Disabling Google Desktop taskbar solves the issue.  

On 22 okt, 15:48, Brice3010 wrote:  

- Show quoted text - 
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